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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is a convenient approach to transfer videos 
in an adaptive and dynamic way to the user. Therefore, this system makes best use of the 
bandwidth available. In this thesis, we investigate Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP 
(DASH) based on data collected from the lab experiments and user’s experiments. The 
objectives include investigation of how three different DASH players behave at different 
network conditions and up to which limit the players are tolerating the disturbances.  
 
We summarized the outcome of lab experiments on DASH at different adverse conditions and 
checked the lab results with user quality of experience at different adverse conditions to see 
up to which extent the users could tolerate the disturbances in different DASH players. 
 
 
Keywords: Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), Quality Adaptation, Quality 
of Experience (QoE) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Billions of videos are watched every day via HTTP streaming but the progressive download enables 
users to watch incompletely downloaded video clip so, in DASH, the video clips are logically divided 
into small fragments according to the size of GOPs (Group of Pictures). The fragment size is usually 
between two to ten seconds of video. Before downloading each fragment, the video player decides the 
most suitable quality level based on the historical TCP throughput of the last or last few fragments. 
The video player usually chooses a quality level that has a lower bit rate than the measured 
throughput, so that the download rate is higher than the playback rate. This avoids re-buffering caused 
by buffer starvation.  
 
A major driver of today’s networks are content providers like Netflix and YouTube, which do not 
deploy their own streaming architecture but provide their service over the top (OTT). Interestingly, 
this streaming approach performs well and adopts the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which has 
been initially designed for best-effort file transfer and not for real-time multimedia streaming. The 
assumption of former video streaming research that streaming on top of HTTP/TCP will not work 
smoothly due to its retransmission delay and throughput variations, has apparently be overcome as 
supported by [1]. Streaming on top of HTTP, which is currently mainly deployed in the form of 
progressive download, has several other advantages. The infrastructure deployed for traditional HTTP-
based services can be exploited also for real-time multimedia streaming. Typical problems of real-time 
multimedia streaming like NAT or firewall traversal do not apply for HTTP streaming. Nevertheless, 
there are certain disadvantages, such as fluctuating bandwidth conditions, that cannot be handled with 
the progressive download approach, which is a major drawback especially for mobile networks where 
the bandwidth variations are tremendous. One of the first solutions to overcome the problem of 
varying bandwidth conditions has been specified within 3GPP as Adaptive HTTP Streaming (AHS) 
[2]. The basic idea is to encode the media file/stream into different versions (e.g., bitrate, resolution) 
and chop each version into segments of the same length. The segments are provided on an ordinary 
Web server and can be downloaded through HTTP GET requests. The adaptation to the bitrate or 
resolution is done on the client-side for each segment, e.g., the client can switch to a higher bitrate if 
bandwidth permits on a per segment basis. This has several advantages because the client knows best 
its capabilities, received throughput, and the context of the user. To describe the temporal and 
structural relationships between segments, AHS introduced the so-called Media Presentation 
Description (MPD). The MPD is a XML document that associates a uniform resource locators (URL) 
to the different qualities of the media content and the individual segments of each quality. This 
structure provides the binding of the segments to the bitrate (resolution, etc.) among others (start time, 
duration of segments). Therefore, each client will first request the MPD that contains the temporal and 
structural information for the media content and based on that information it will request the 
individual segments that fit best for its requirements. Additionally, the industry has deployed several 
proprietary solutions, e.g., Microsoft Smooth Streaming [3], Apple HTTP Live Streaming [4] and 
Adobe Dynamic HTTP Streaming [5], which adopt the same approach. 
 
Recently, ISO/IEC MPEG has ratified Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [6] an 
international standard that should enable interoperability among proprietary solutions. The concept of 
DASH Client-Server Architecture is explained in fig 1. The Institute of Information Technology 
(ITEC) and the Multimedia Communication Research Group of the Alpen-Adria-Universität 
Klagenfurt has participated and contributed from the beginning to this standard. During the 
standardization process a lot of research tools have been developed for evaluation purposes and 
scientific contributions including several publications. These tools are provided as open source for the 
community and are available at [7]. 
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Fig. 1.1. DASH Client-Server Architecture [8]. 

1.2 Motivation  
In the classic HTTP streaming, users can only choose the quality levels manually. This is clearly 
insufficient for providing the best QoE, as a user’s choice may not be optimal and may not adapt to 
fast-changing network conditions so, it is important to learn more about DASH player's capabilities to 
handle adverse situations, and how to employ statistics to make counteractions and limitations visible. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement  
Every day in our life everyone faces problems like stalling of video while streaming videos. Dynamic 
Adaptation Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is proposed to increase the Quality of Experience for users 
by automatically switching quality levels according to network parameters but the that the retrieval 
strategy of DASH can be different per client (Research Question 1), that the client can react to 
bandwidth limitations as streaming video can be subject to frequent periods of rebuffering, 
characterized by a low picture quality and playback interruptions in different ways (Research Question 
2), and that certain Quality of Service (QoS) problems, such as extensive delay, can cause a 
malfunctioning of the playout ( Research Question 3). 

1.4 Research Questions 
1 How the retrieval strategy of the players looks like for different adverse conditions? 

2 How do bandwidth limitations affect the retrieval strategy? 

3 How much delay do the players tolerate until breakdown? 

 
1.5 Hypothesis  
The literature review of the thesis investigates challenges faced in different aspects of Dynamic 
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP and the difficulties are identified. From the experimental tests and 
users tests the expected results of retrieval strategy of various players might differ when facing 
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different adverse conditions; that a player may under or overestimate the available bandwidth and thus 
fetch the "wrong" segments (either at too low quality = wasting resources, or at too high quality = 
producing jerkiness and freezes. For significantly longer delays the DASH cannot handle the condition 
and it may fail. The bandwidth value may limit the resolution qualities adapted by the three different 
DASH players. 
 
1.6 Methodology Overview 
This research is implemented using Client-Server Architecture with Linux-Ubuntu as Operating 
System on 5 Mbps link of full duplex connectivity. In this experimentation, two types of video files 
are streamed separately for analysis. They are: mp4 video file and a DASH (Dynamic Adaptive 
Streaming over HTTP) encoded video file. Thus, all the experiments are divided into two cases, the 
no-DASH case and the DASH case respectively. To introduce network impairments like packet delay, 
packet loss and bandwidth limitation, NetEm shaper is used. A Distributed Passive Measurement 
Infrastructure (DPMI) [9] is used to capture packets. In the user tests, three different DASH players 
are configured in client and DASH video contents in server and impairment in the network like delay, 
loss and bandwidth shaping are introduced for both no-DASH case and the DASH cases. 
 
1.7 Split of Work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1.2 Represents the Individual Thesis Work done by the Group 

 
Thesis 1: In this thesis I worked on quality statistics, that is lab experiments on DASH for different 
network conditions and how its retrieval strategy looks like for different players and compared with 
user’s quality of experience.   
 
Thesis 2: In this thesis Pulagam Sai Lakshmi worked on QoE analysis, that is user quality of 
experience for different network conditions and how the users rated the video quality for different 
players and compared with lab results. [10] 

 
1.8 Document Outline 
The thesis document is organized as follows. In section 2 and 3, the Background and Related Work of 
the topic is added respectively. Section 4 discusses the Methodology used to perform the experiments 
and section 5 provides Results, Analysis and Comparison of the results. In section 6 Conclusions and 
Future work is provided. 

 
Behavior of Different DASH players 

 
Retrieval Strategy of Different DASH 

Players  
 

Thesis 1 
(Quality Statistics) 

User Tests & Quality of 
Experience 

 
Thesis 2 

(QoE Analysis) 
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2 CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 
 

A. Video Delivery in IP Networks 
Video frames should be played between 24-30 frames per second to create the illusion of motion. 
Video compression algorithms carry out both intra and inter-frame compression, which have temporal 
dependencies, resulting in Intra (I), Bidirectional (B) and Predicted (P) frames. I frames are largest 
because they only use intra frame compression, whereas B and P frames are smaller because they use 
previous I frames for size reduction [11]. The variability in encoded bits per second leads to Variable 
Bit Rate (VBR) video, as used by the ITU (International Telecommunication Union) and MPEG-4 
video coding standards. 

The VBR encoded video is then transmitted into the Internet. Since the Internet does not provide a 
constant, guaranteed bandwidth for the video stream, the network can only support the video bitrate on 
a best-effort basis. If the network bandwidth is not sufficient to support the video bitrate, then the 
decoder at the client-end starts to consume the video data at a greater rate than at which new data is 
being received from the network. The decoder eventually runs out of video data to decode, which 
results in a screen freeze (video stalls or rebuffering events). To avoid this consequence without 
having to introduce costly and complex guaranteed bandwidth mechanisms, the following solutions 
have been used to try to match the video bitrate to the available network bandwidth [11] 

 Using a playout buffer: Short-term variations in network throughput can be overcome by 
using a playout buffer. The video player can decode the pre-fetched data stored in the playout 
buffer. 

 Transcoding-based solutions: These solutions change one or more parameters of the raw video 
data compression algorithm to vary the resulting bitrate. Examples include varying the video 
resolution, compression ratio, or frame rate. However, this process is computationally 
intensive and requires complex hardware support. 

 Scalable encoding solutions: These solutions are implemented by processing the encoded 
video data. Hence, the encoded video can be adapted on-the-fly by using the scalability 
features of the encoder. Some techniques include adapting the picture resolution or frame rate 
(by exploiting the spatial or temporal scalability in the encoded data). However, specialized 
servers are required to implement these solutions. 

 Stream switching solutions: This technique is the simplest to implement and used in CDNs. 
Raw video data is pre-processed to produce multiple encoded streams, each at a different 
bitrate, resulting in multiple versions of the same content. A client-side adaptive algorithm is 
then used to select the most appropriate rate given the network conditions during transmission. 
These solutions do not require specialized servers and use the least processing power. 
However, more storage and finer granularity of encoded bitrates are required to enable the 
client to optimize its selection. 

Considering feasibility of deployments, the industry has settled on using playout buffers and stream 
switching solutions. To avoid buffer under-run, the video server must use an appropriate sending rate. 
In some of the early work on video transport, protocols such as Rate Adaptation Protocol (RAP) [12] 
and TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [13] were defined on top of the transport layer that put the 
sender in charge of varying the sending rate (and consequently the video rate) based on feedback being 
received from either the network or the receiver, forming a combination of congestion control and 
flow control. RAP used a TCP-like additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) scheme. TFRC 
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uses an additive increase/additive decrease (AIAD) scheme to adjust the server’s sending rate by 
estimating the path’s throughput based on TCP square root formula using the path’s Round Trip Time 
(RTT) and packet loss rate. 
 
B. Video Streaming Evolution 
The Internet was not originally designed for the sustained delivery of modern bandwidth-intensive 
applications such as high-quality multimedia streaming. The fundamental difference between 
traditional data traffic and video traffic is the real-time constraints on video traffic. Most of the early 
work on packet video transmission focused on providing real-time transmission with techniques that 
support resource reservations and Quality of Service (QoS), such as Resource Reservation Protocol 
(RSVP) [14] and Integrated Services [15]. Other protocols such as Real-time Transport Protocol 
(RTP) [16], Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [17], Session Description Protocol (SDP) [18], 
RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) [13] were developed over the years to support real-time streaming over 
UDP and configure control the end systems that support video streams. However, these techniques 
have issues in traversing NATs and firewalls, and they require dedicated servers and network 
infrastructure, which increases deployment costs and added complexities. 

TCP is a reliable protocol which guarantees the delivery of data. However, this reliability comes at the 
expense of variable delay as senders wait for acknowledgments (ACK) and retransmit lost data. Since 
video is often delay intolerant and often does not need high reliability to be acceptable, TCP was 
initially assumed unsuitable for multimedia delivery. This motivated considerable work to extend the 
capabilities of UDP for carrying video streams and coexisting with regular TCP traffic. 

1) RTP and Multicasting 
RTP was proposed in RFC3550 [16] as a protocol on top of UDP for real-time streaming. UDP based 
reliable data delivery and congestion control were not part of its original specifications. A great 
amount of work has been done to augment RTP with application layer congestion control for both 
unicast and multicast cases. Such techniques usually involve rate control, that is matching the rate of 
the video stream to the available bandwidth. However, both RTP congestion control and reliability 
remain open issues. Although video codecs are usually designed to deal with minor data loss, a packet 
loss in an I-frame or header of an I-frame can cause serious disruptions to the video. 

With multicast, it can be difficult to find a stream rate acceptable to multiple clients having different 
hardware capabilities and network resources. There are two proposed solutions: One is to rely on the 
Internet to provide network QoS capabilities (e.g., reserving resources, maintaining bounds on delay, 
jitter and loss), and the other is to use adaptive bitrate techniques to adjust the stream bitrate to the 
available bandwidth. 

Multicast-based adaptive bitrate techniques [19] can be classified into three main categories: single 
stream approaches, replicated stream approaches, and layered stream approaches. In the single stream 
approach, a single video stream is transmitted to the multicast group and feedback is received from all 
clients participating in the group. In the replicated stream approach, the same video is replicated in 
multiple streams (each with a different bitrate/quality) and the client can join a stream that fits its 
capability. In the layered stream approach, the server sends the video stream in multiple layers and 
each client can then subscribe to a subset of layers that fits its processing power and network speed. 

Some recent work has continued to build on augmenting RTP for video delivery, particularly in the 
Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) framework, RTP multimedia congestion control and 
multipath RTP mechanisms to regulate the transmission of video packets. Although multicast is 
implemented on most routers, Internet Service Providers (ISP) generally do not enable multicast on 
their networks. Because of these reasons, RTP on multicast did not provide an attractive platform for 
delivery multimedia over the Internet. 
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2) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Streaming 
 
P2P networks [20] allow users to share content without the need for centralized servers, making it an 
attractive solution for delivering video over the Internet. There are two categories of P2P systems: 
tree-based and mesh-based. In tree-based systems, peers are organized in a tree structure and video is 
usually pushed from the root to subsequent levels of the tree until it reaches the leaf’s. Although this 
model is simple and easy to control, it can be severely affected by peer churn [21]. In mesh-based 
systems, peers connect to a random set of neighboring peers who watch the same content. 

 Peers usually exchange information about their data availability and then they retrieve data from 
neighbors when it is ready. Since each client maintains a set of peers at any point in time, this model is 
much less susceptible to peer churn than the tree-based model. 

Multiple adaptive streaming techniques have been proposed in P2P streaming systems. Layered video 
encoding has been used to adaptively deliver different layers of the video the clients. Multiple 
Description Coding (MDC) and network coding has also been used to propose adaptive streaming 
systems that support many users. P2P streaming in the form of Bit Torrent is still popular for video file 
sharing today. 

3) HTTP Video Streaming 
 
In the early 2000s, researchers accepted that TCP offered some benefits for delay-tolerant video 
transmission. An application layer playout buffer was introduced to compensate for the rate 
fluctuations of TCP. Leveraging HTTP on top of TCP also proved to be very convenient, yielding 
several benefits. The initial implementation of delivering video over HTTP/TCP is called Progressive 
Download, the client simply downloads the entire (one) video file (with constant video quality) as fast 
as TCP allows. The video player at the client-end starts video playback before the download is 
complete.  

One major drawback of this technique is that different clients with different capabilities across 
different network connections receive the same video quality, which can cause unwanted playback 
stalls. This led to the development of HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) or DASH in the mid-2000s. A 
DASH video client can adaptively request different video bitrates so that it matches the bandwidth that 
the network can support. 

The key differences between DASH and earlier protocols for multimedia streaming are: 

 Unlike earlier UDP-based schemes, DASH is built on top of TCP transport. 

 The client drives the algorithm. Depending on its ABR, the client typically requests video 
bitrates based on observed network conditions, hence regulating the server’s transmission rate. 

 DASH requests and receives video data in terms of multi-second video chunks instead of a 
continuous stream of video packets. 

Although various video streaming technologies mentioned above are still in use, the video streaming 
industry has now settled on DASH as the main component of video delivery over the Internet. 
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2.1 Dynamic Adaptive Streaming Over HTTP 
 
DASH systems [22], video content is encoded into multiple versions at different discrete bitrates 
(representation rates). Each encoded video is then fragmented into small video segments or chunks, 
each containing a few seconds of video. Chunks from one bitrate are aligned in the video time line to 
chunks from other bitrates so that the client can smoothly switch bitrates, if necessary, at the chunk 
boundary. Content information such as video profiles, metadata, [23], [24] codecs, byte-ranges, 
server IP addresses, and download URLs is described in the associated Media Presentation Description 
(MPD) files. The MPD describes a piece of video content within a specific duration as a Period. In a 
Period, there are multiple versions of the content, each known as a Representation. In a 
Representation, there are multiple video segments or chunks. URLs pointing to the video chunks in an 
MPD can either be explicitly described or be constructed via a template (client deriving a valid URL 
for each chunk at a certain Representation) [22]. Video chunks are 3GP-formatted [23], [24] and in 
each Representation, there is a single initialization segment which contains the configuration data and 
many media segments. Concatenating the initialization segment and a series of media segments results 
in a continuous stream of video. Video chunks and MPDs are then served to clients by using standard 
HTTP servers.  
 
Unlike traditional streaming strategies, DASH does not control the video transmission rate directly. It 
depends on the underlying TCP algorithm to regulate the video transmission rate, which is determined 
by the congestion feedback from the client-server network path. When a streaming session starts, the 
client requests the MPD file from the HTTP server and then starts requesting video chunks (typically 
in sequential order) as fast as possible to fill the playout buffer. Once this buffer is full, the player 
enters a steady state phase where it periodically downloads new chunks according to its chosen 
algorithm. 
 
The main characteristics of MPEG DASH 
 

 reduction of startup delays and buffering/stalls during the video  
 

 continued adaptation to the bandwidth situation of the client 
 

 client-based streaming logic enabling highest scalability and flexibility  
 

 use of existing and cost-effective HTTP-based CDNs, proxies, caches  
 

 efficient bypassing of NATs and Firewalls by the usage of HTTP 
 

 Codec Independent: Simply put, MPEG-DASH is audio/video agnostic. As a result, the 
standard can work with media files of MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.264, WebM and various other 
codecs and does not favor one codec over another.  

 
 Defines and enables the creation of different profiles. A profile is a set of restriction forms of 

media, codecs, formats, bit rates and other characteristics of the content. The Dash-client uses 
the characteristics defined in the profile to process the MPD.  

 
 It uses the standard Common Encryption (CENC - ISO ISO/IEC23001-7), which enables the 

distributor to encrypt the content only once and then transmit it to different clients with 
different licensing systems for digital rights management (Digital Rights Management - 
DRM).  

 
 It has a set of well-defined quality metrics that the user makes, the evaluation of the overall 

relay and a report with information on the server.  
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 Each multimedia section may contain a coordinated universal time (Coordinated Universal 

Time - UTC) that the client can control and ensure that the encoder and the decoder tracks 
remain synchronized for proper transmission and playback of video. 

 
The Manifest File (MPD)  
 
The purpose of the MPD is to give location and timing information to the client to fetch and playback 
the media segments of a content. The MPD syntax is defined in XML. Typically, the MPD file is 
fetched using HTTP at the start of the streaming session, but for flexibility, the MPD may also be 
updated at a minimum time interval. 
 
The MPD consists of three major components, namely Periods, Representations and Segments. Period 
elements are the outermost part of the MPD. Periods are typically larger pieces of media that are 
played out sequentially. Inside a Period, multiple different encodings of the content may occur. Each 
alternative is called a Representation. These alternative Representations can have, for example, 
different bitrates, frame rates or video resolutions. Finally, each Representation describes a series of 
segments by HTTP URLs. Those URLs are either explicitly described in the Representation (like a 
playlist) or described through a template construction, which allows, the client to derive a valid URL 
for each segment of a representation. The MPD format is flexible and can support other media 
container formats such as MPEG2 TS. Content playlist can easily be achieved by chaining periods of 
different content [25]. 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 MPD Layout [25]. 
 
 
2.2 TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) 

 
TCP most widely used protocol for data transmission in communication network such as internet. TCP 
is reliable protocol. That is, the receiver always sends either positive or negative acknowledgement 
about the data packet to the sender, so that the sender always has bright clue about whether the data 
packet is reached the destination or it needs to resend it. [26] 
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Features 
 

 TCP ensures that the data reaches intended destination in the same order it was sent. 
 

 TCP is connection oriented. TCP requires that connection between two remote points be 
established before sending actual data. 

 
 TCP provides error-checking and recovery mechanism. 

 
 TCP provides end-to-end communication. 

 
 TCP provides flow control and quality of service. 

 
 TCP operates in Client/Server point-to-point mode. 

 
 TCP provides full duplex server, i.e. it can perform roles of both receiver and sender. 

 

Header 
 
The length of TCP header is minimum 20 bytes long and maximum 60 bytes. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.2 TCP Header [26]. 
 
Connection Management 
 
TCP communication works in Server/Client model. The client initiates the connection and the server 
either accepts or rejects it. Three-way handshaking is used for connection management. 
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Fig. 2.3 TCP Communication [26]. 
 
Establishment 
 
Client initiates the connection and sends the segment with a Sequence number. Server acknowledges it 
back with its own Sequence number and ACK of client’s segment which is one more than client’s 
Sequence number. Client after receiving ACK of its segment sends an acknowledgement of Server’s 
response. 
 
Release 
 
Either of server and client can send TCP segment with FIN flag set to 1. When the receiving end 
responds it back by Acknowledging FIN, that direction of TCP communication is closed and 
connection is released 
 
2.3 DASH Contents 
 
Segment format 
 
The multimedia content can be accessed as a collection of segments. A segment is defined as the entity 
body of the response to the DASH client’s HTTP GET or a partial HTTP GET. A media component is 
encoded and divided in multiple segments. The first segment might be an initialization segment 
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containing the required information for initialization of the DASH client’s media decoder. It doesn’t 
include any actual media data. The media stream then is divided to one or multiple consecutive media 
segments. Each media segment is assigned a unique URL (possibly with byte range), an index, and 
explicit or implicit start time and duration [27]. 
 

1. The client first fetches the MPD from a server. The MPD is identified by a URL and describes 
the media type (on-demand or live), the available media representations (media qualities) and 
the URLs of the media segments. 
 

2. The client processes the MPD and selects one suitable representation.  
 

3. The client starts requesting segments. 
 

4. The client measures the download rate of the media segment and changes the media quality 
according to the estimated available link bitrate by selecting a different representation. 

 
5. The client buffers content as recommended by the MPD before rendering the content. 

 
6. Content is played out and Segments are continuously requested. 

 
2.4    MP4Box 
 
The multimedia packager available in GPAC is called MP4Box. It can be used for performing many 
manipulations on multimedia files like AVI, MPG, TS, but mostly on ISO media files [28]. 
 
MP4Box can be used 
 

 for manipulating ISO files like MP4, 3GP: adding, removing, multiplexing audio, video and 
presentation data (including subtitles) from different sources and in different formats. 

 for encoding/decoding presentation languages like MPEG-4 XMT or W3C SVG into/from 
binary formats like MPEG-4 BIFS. 

 for performing encryption of streams. 
 for attaching metadata to individual streams or to the whole ISO file to produce MPEG-21 

compliant or hybrid MPEG-4/MPEG-21 files. 
 for preparation of HTTP Adaptive Streaming content, and packaging and tagging the result for 

streaming, download and playback on different devices (e.g. phones, tablets) or for different 
software (e.g. iTunes). 

 It is widely used: by the video community, by many cloud infrastructures for preparation of 
multimedia files for playback, especially for iTunes/iOS and PlayStation, and by academics. 

DASH Support in MP4Box 
 
MP4Box can be used to generate content conformant to the MPEG-DASH specification, aka ISO/IEC 
23009-1 available in ISO Publicly Available Standards. 
 
MP4Box: fragmentation, segmentation, splitting and interleaving 
 
In the current version of GPAC, there are many options for interleaving, fragmenting and segmenting. 
Segmentation (dash) is the process of creating segments, parts of an original file meant for 
individual/separate HTTP download.  
 
A segment can be a part of a big file or a separate file. It is not specific to the MP4 file format (it may 
apply to MPEG-2 TS) but a segment may imply specific ISO signaling. A segment is what is referred 
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to by the XML file used to drive the HTTP Streaming and segment boundaries can be convenient 
places for bitstream switching. Segmentation often implies fragmentation but not necessarily. 
 
Fragmentation (frag) is an optional process applicable to the MP4 file format. By default, MP4 files 
generated with MP4Box are not fragmented. This process consists in using Movie Fragments. Movie 
Fragments is a tool introduced in the ISO to improve recording of long-running sequences and that is 
now used for HTTP streaming. Even if it is possible, according to the ISO, to do interleaving on 
fragments, MP4Box currently does not support it. For instance, all audio samples within a fragment 
are contiguously stored and similarly for the video samples. The only way to ‘interleave’ tracks is to 
have small fragments. There may be some overhead for big files. 
 
Interleaving (inter) is when groups of samples of different tracks are stored alternatively in the file. 
e.g. N milliseconds of video samples, followed by N milliseconds of audio samples, followed by N 
milliseconds of video samples Typically, interleaved samples are grouped within an interleaving 
window. Interleaving reduces disk accesses, playback buffer requirements and enables progressive 
download and playback. 
 
Last, MP4Box can split a file and create individual playable files from an original one. It does not use 
segmentation in the above sense, it removes fragmentation and can use interleaving. 
 
2.5    DASH Players 
 

I. Google/Shaka-Player 

Shaka Player is an open-source JavaScript library for adaptive media. It plays adaptive media formats 
(such as DASH and HLS) in a browser, without using plugins or Flash. Instead, Shaka Player uses the 
open web standards Media Source Extensions and Encrypted Media Extensions.  
 
Shaka Player also supports offline storage and playback of media using Indexed DB. Content can be 
stored on any browser. Storage of licenses depends on browser support and It keeps library light, 
simple, and free from third-party dependencies [29].  
 
Shaka Player supports 
 

 ISO-BMFF / CMAF / MP4 Depends on browser support for the container via Media Source. 
 

 Can find and parse "tfdt" box to find segment start time in HLS  
 

 Can parse cueing data elements for DASH's Segment Base Index Range and Segment 
Template index, not supported in HLS 

 
 MPEG-2 TS with help from mux.js, can be played on any browser which supports MP4 and 

Can find and parse timestamps to find segment start time in HLS  
 

 WebVTT Supported in both text form in MP4  
 

 TTML Supported in both XML form in MP4 Subtitles are rendered by the browser by default. 
Applications can create a text display plugin for customer rendering to go beyond browser-
supported attributes. 
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II. Dash.js 

dash.js is an initiative of the DASH Industry Forum to establish a production quality framework for 
building video and audio players that play back MPEG-DASH content using client-side JavaScript 
libraries leveraging the Media Source Extensions API set as defined by the W3C. The core objectives 
of this project are to build an open source JavaScript library for the playback of DASH which [30]: 
 

 Is robust in a real-world production environment  
 Has the best performing adaption algorithms 
 Is free for commercial use  
 Is both codec and browser agnostic  
 Implements best practices in the playback of MPEG DASH  
 Supports a wide array of features including in-band events, multiple-periods and cross-

browser DRM.  

All code in the dash.js project is covered by the BSD-3 license. This permissive license allows 
redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, without cost or any 
license fees. 
 
III. GPAC player 

GPAC is a multimedia framework oriented towards rich media and distributed under the LGPL 
license. 
 
GPAC supports many multimedia formats, from simple audio-visual containers (avi, mov, mpg) to 
complex presentation formats (MPEG-4 Systems, SVG Tiny 1.2, VRML/X3D) and 360 videos. GPAC 
supports presentation scripting for MPEG4/VRML/X3D through Mozilla Spider Monkey JavaScript 
engine [31].  
 
GPAC currently supports local playback, http progressive download, Adaptive HTTP Streaming 
(MPEG-DASH, HLS), RTP/RTSP streaming over UDP (unicast or multicast) or TCP and TS 
demuxing (from file, IP or DVB4Linux). GPAC also features MP4Box, a multimedia swiss-army 
knife for the prompt, and MP42TS, a fast TS multiplexer from MP4 and RTP sources.  
 
2.6    Traffic shaper 
 
Traffic shapers are used to shape the performance of the network. Traffic shapers are usually used in 
the network emulations to vary the performance parameters such as loss, delay, jitter, bandwidth etc. 
To realize different network conditions, they are provided with certain inputs in a test environment to 
vary the network performance accordingly to investigate the effects of different network conditions on 
applications. 
 
Traffic shaping can be implemented in the three following scenarios for better understanding of the 
network conditions. It can be applied in forward and/or backward direction of the traffic flow.  
(a) Forward direction shaping – Data traffic direction shaping 

(b) Backward direction shaping – Control traffic direction shaping 

(c) Shaping in both directions 
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Network Emulation with NetEm 
NetEm has evolved incrementally over the last year. The initial version (which was called delay) was 
added to the Linux 2.6.7 kernel and only supported specifying a constant delay. After more features 
were added, the name was changed to NetEm to better reflect the purpose and scope [32], [33]. 
 
Loss: 
Packet loss is implemented in NetEm by randomly dropping a percentage of the packets before they 
are queued. Loss is specified in the command interface as a percentage of packets to drop, and the 
correlation between successive random numbers. The command then translates that value to a scaled 
32-bit number because it is slow and difficult to use floating point in the kernel. This makes the 
smallest possible (non-zero) value for loss 2.3e-10. 
 
Packet Delay: 
NetEm accepts both constant and random delay parameters. Networks do not exhibit constant delay; 
the delay varies based on other traffic flows contending for the same path. The resulting statistical 
distribution has one or more peaks and a long tail. NetEm describes delay in four possible parameters: 
the average value, standard deviation, correlation, and the statistical distribution table. The random 
value is derived from a table that can be generated from a mathematical model or experimental data 
such as ping times.  
 
Rate control:  
By default, NetEm uses a FIFO queuing discipline for the outbound queue but other policies can be 
used. The queue management utilities and API specify the relationship between queues by numerical 
handles.  
 
Limitations: 
NetEm can model a single path through a network, but real-world networks are quite complex and the 
emulation inevitably breaks down in some circumstances. Linux timer granularity effects the real-time 
nature of NetEm, choice of Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) impacts emulation results, 
and network devices may not handle the sudden burst of packets. 
 
Traffic shaping Commands: 
 

 Bandwidth 
# sudo tc qdisc add dev eth0 root tbf rate 1mbit burst 1600 limit 3000 
 

 Packet Loss 
# sudo tc qdisc add dev eth0 root netem loss 2%. 
 

 Delay 
# tc qdisc add dev eth0 root netem delay 200ms 50ms distribution normal 
 
2.7    TCP dump 
 
Tcpdump prints out a description of the contents of packets on a network interface that match the 
Boolean expression; the description is preceded by a time stamp, printed, by default, as hours, 
minutes, seconds, and fractions of a second since midnight. It can also be run with the -w flag, which 
causes it to save the packet data to a file for later analysis, and/or with the -r flag, which causes it to 
read from a saved packet file rather than to read packets from a network interface. It can also be run 
with the -V flag, which causes it to read a list of saved packet files. In all cases, only packets that 
match expression will be processed by tcpdump [34]. 
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Tcpdump will, if not run with the -c flag, continue capturing packets until it is interrupted by a 
SIGINT signal (generated, for example, by typing your interrupt character, typically control-C) or a 
SIGTERM signal (typically generated with the kill command), if run with the -c flag, it will capture 
packets until it is interrupted by a SIGINT or SIGTERM signal or the specified number of packets 
have been processed. 
 
When tcpdump finishes capturing packets, it will report counts of packets captured (this is the number 
of packets that tcpdump has received and processed) packets received by filter (the meaning of this 
depends on the OS on which you are running tcpdump, and possibly on the way the OS was 
configured - if a filter was specified on the command line, on some OSes it counts packets regardless 
of whether they were matched by the filter expression and, even if they were matched by the filter 
expression, regardless of whether tcpdump has read and processed them yet, on other OSes it counts 
only packets that were matched by the filter expression regardless of whether tcpdump has read and 
processed them yet, and on other OSes it counts only packets that were matched by the filter 
expression and were processed by tcpdump), packets dropped by kernel (this is the number of packets 
that were dropped, due to a lack of buffer space, by the packet capture mechanism in the OS on which 
tcpdump is running, if the OS reports that information to applications; if not, it will be reported as 0).  
 
On platforms that support the SIGINFO signal, such as most BSDs (including Mac OS X) and 
Digital/Tru64 UNIX, it will report those counts when it receives a SIGINFO signal and will continue 
capturing packets. On platforms that do not support the SIGINFO signal, the same can be achieved by 
using the SIGUSR1 signal. Reading packets from a network interface may require that you have 
special privileges. Reading a saved packet file doesn't require special privileges. 
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3 RELATED WORK 
 

The increased popularity of video consumption over the Internet has led to the development of a range 
of protocols that allow adaptive video streaming over HTTP. At the client side, each commercial HAS 
implementation comes with a proprietary client heuristic. Some of the major industrial players have 
introduced their proprietary protocols such as Microsoft’s Silverlight Smooth Streaming1, Apple’s 
HTTP Live Streaming2 and Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming3. Furthermore, a standardized 
solution has been proposed by MPEG, called Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [35]. 
The quality is adjusted to attain a buffer level between certain target thresholds, which improves the 
stability of the quality and avoids frequent switching because of short-term throughput variations. 
Jiang et al. identified the problems that arise when multiple clients share a link [36]. Liu et al. propose 
a probabilistic chunk scheduling approach considering the time-varying bandwidth [37]. The proposed 
approach is formulated as a constrained optimization problem with the objective to minimize the total 
download time. Zhanget al. present Presto, which is a protocol designed to improve the user 
experience by providing better fairness, efficiency and stability in the context of multi-server HTTP 
Adaptive Streaming (HAS) [38]. 
 
The DASH client also plays an important role for a smooth playback. Players such as DASHIF [39], 
Akamai [40], and others in [41]- [43] aim to provide a smooth video rendering feature and a flexible 
interface. Stream QoE optimization has been investigated in a wide range of proposals. HTTP-based 
adaptive streaming optimization in [44] - [47] has defined a wide range of QoE metrices. 
 
The authors in [48] proposed server-based traffic shaping technique to primarily overcome the 
instability problem, but modifying a standard HTTP server, as their technique required, may not be an 
attractive solution. Moreover, shaping traffic at home gateway was proposed in [38] to also deal with 
the unfairness issue. However, to maximize the overall QoE off all users, most of these works tend to 
set the throughput limits at values close to the encoding bitrates, typically 10% above the encoding 
rate. This behavior, in fact, introduces a large delay in filling the playback buffer which can lead to 
three negative consequences: first, it leaves the video playback subject to jitters and quality oscillation 
fora long period of time, especially when wireless link throughput fluctuates over time. Second, it can 
dramatically increase the initial playback latency, which is another important QoE metric. Third, it 
extends the ON duration of the video player causing the wireless interface to be powered on for longer 
time, and consequently consumes more battery power, which altogether can lead to one of the worst 
scenario for end users. 

 
In [50], Video quality adaptation scheme for improving the QoE in HTTP adaptive streaming is 
proposed and it is a bandwidth and buffer based adaptive algorithm. In [51], a fuzzy-based 
MPEG/DASH (FDASH) algorithm was proposed using fuzzy logic to find parameters that are not 
clearly determined. FDASH uses a buffer-based approach, which determines the next requesting video 
bitrate using a buffer level at a client. To prevent a buffer underflow, this algorithm chooses suitable 
weights depending on the following components.  
 
The term Quality of Experience has been extensively discussed in research literature and may refer to 
the user satisfaction during service consumption, i.e., the subjective quality perceived by the user 
when consuming audio-visual content (Perceived QoS or PQoS) [52]. In [53] the QoE is additionally 
affected by environmental, psychological, and sociological factors such as user expectations and 
experience. Recently, [54] proposes to define QoE as “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user 
of an application or service”. 
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4 METHOD 
 

In this chapter, detailed description about the experimental setup, process involved in experimentation 
and tools which were deployed to perform the subjective tests on the user are discussed. 
 
Figure 4.1 illustrates core components of experiment setup. Three computers were used for steaming 
the video for the user via a webpage. A server where the video files were hosted, a network emulator 
for setting network conditions and a client where the user could stream the video using a webpage.  
 
 
 
 
                                   Forward traffic                                              Forward traffic  
                                
 Reverse traffic           Reverse traffic                                                Reverse traffic  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

     
 
   

Fig. 4.1 Basic Equipment Setup for DASH 
 
4.1 Setting up a DASH Media Streaming 

 
The client-server model is equipped with 2 DAG cards. Each DAG had two transceivers. The figure 
4.1 represents the complete equipment setup: client, shaper, server, TCPDUMP, DAG cards and 
transceivers (d00, d01, d10 and d11), consumer.   
 
Server: The server contains video files for streaming and these video files are made available to the 
client via a webpage. For this purpose, Apache Web Server is used. For streaming DASH encoded 
videos, dash.js player is installed in the server. 
 

192.168.1.2 -> 192.168.0.2 => Forward Traffic (Eth 1) 
192.168.0.2 -> 192.168.1.2 => Reverse Traffic (Eth 0) 

 
 

                             
                             
 Reverse traffic    

Server 

TCPDUMP 

                                

                                  

                               

                                
Shaper Client 
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Network Emulator: In this, experiment, client and server communicate via a network emulator. 
This emulator works as a gateway between the server and the client. 
 
Client: Dash.js, Shaka players streams the video files from the server using a web browser and GPAC 
player locally streams the video files from the server.  
 
Ubuntu 16.04 and Apache are used as Operating system and Server. Dash.js and Shaka are cloned 
from github configured, GPAC is locally installed. 2 directories are created in apache's root directory, 
(i.e. inside the folder that contains index.html). First directory will be the compiled dash.js and shaka 
clients and the second one is DASH content directory. Point a link on your server to the dash.js and 
shaka reference client and play mpd on the client by pointing server to that directory 
 
 

SNO Device IP Address Interface 

1. Server 192.168.1.2/24 eth0 

2. Shaper 192.168.1.1/24 eth0 

  192.168.0.3/24 eth1 

3. Client 192.168.0.2/24 eth1 

4. Customer 10.1.0.67/24 enp0s25 

 
Table. 4.1 Interface and IP Address of Devices 

 
 

MP 101 Physical Address 

DAG – ‘a’ 01::40 

DAG – ‘b’ 01::45 

 
Table. 4.2. physical Address of MP 

 
 
Above Tables contains configuration and interface details of the server, shaper client and customer 
and a consumer, Linux based system is used for collecting and saving the packets in CAP file format 
for further processing. 
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4.2 Encode and Prepare the Video for DASH 
 

4.2.1 Installing the Software 
 

 Download the test movie file named "big_buck_bunny_720p_stereo.avi"  
 Download ffmpeg from here Download the latest installer of GPAC   
 Install GPAC by running the file. In the Choose Components menu, make sure everything is 

ticked then click next.  
 Extract the downloaded ffmpeg zip file to "c:\ffmpeg" Navigate to the "bin" folder under 

c:\ffmpeg and copy the address using Ctrl+C.  
 Open the System information window. (You can use the shortcut Windows Key + 

Break/Pause) Click "Advanced system settings" Click "Environment Variables" Select the 
"Path" variable under System Variables Click "Edit" Click "New" Type Ctrl+V to paste in the 
address where you extracted ffmpeg to earlier. 
 

4.2.2 Creating a Workspace 
 

 Create a new folder Copy the movie file that downloaded earlier into the workspace. 
  Rename this move to "input.avi" this will make typing easier later 

 
4.2.3 Encoding the Video 

 
Here are the commands to transform the input video into multiple bitrates and resolutions, so a DASH 
video player can switch between bitrates depending on the current download speed of the playback 
device. This switching is what makes DASH so important to content streaming companies like Netflix, 
YouTube, and others because it saves bandwidth 
 
Now use the following command to encode the video:  
ffmpeg -i input.avi -s 160x90 -c:v libx264 -b:v 250k -g 90 -an input_video_160x90_250k.mp4 
 
Here are what the arguments mean:  

 -i input.avi - tells ffmpeg where the input file is  
 -s 160x90 - is the resolution that want to encode our input file to  
 -c:v libx264 - specifies the audio codec to use, in this case it is h264  
 -b:v 250k - is the bitrate that want to encode the video to  
 -g 90 - tells ffmpeg to want a keyframe interval (GOP length) of 90  
 -an - do not encode audio  
 input_video_160x90_250k.mp4 - the output file  

 
To encode the file: 
Copy and paste the command above in the command prompt and press ENTER. Having one file is 
fine, but that defeats the purpose of DASH. To use DASH effectively, need to have multiple files at 
different bitrates and resolutions. Run the command again but with some of the parameters changed:  
Change the resolution to 320x180  
Change the bitrate to 500k  
Change the output file to input_video_320x180_500k.mp4  
Run the command again  
Optional: Repeat this again for a wide range of bitrates and resolutions. 
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4.2.4 Encode the Audio 
 

Notice there is no audio in any of the videos. That is because in DASH you want to stream audio 
separate from video. To do that, use the following command:  
ffmpeg -i input.avi -c:a aac -b:a 128k -vn input_audio_128k.mp4 
 
Here are what the arguments mean:  
-i input.avi - the input file  
-c:a - the audio codec  
-b:a - the bitrate of the audio  
-vn - do not encode video  
input_audio_128k.mp4 - the output file  
 
To encode the file Copy and paste the command above in the command prompt and by press ENTER 
successfully created an encoded audio file and encoded video files, now you need to run the following 
commands to create all the necessary files for the rest of the intractable. 
 
ffmpeg -i input.avi -s 160x90 -c:v libx264 -b:v 250k -g 90 -an input_video_160x90_250k.mp4ffmpeg 
-i input.avi -s 320x180 -c:v libx264 -b:v 500k -g 90 -an input_video_320x180_500k.mp4ffmpeg -i 
input.avi -s 640x360 -c:v libx264 -b:v 750k -g 90 -an input_video_640x360_750k.mp4ffmpeg -i 
input.avi -s 640x360 -c:v libx264 -b:v 1000k -g 90 -an input_video_640x360_1000k.mp4ffmpeg -i 
input.avi -s 1280x720 -c:v libx264 -b:v 1500k -g 90 -an input_video_1280x720_1500k.mp4ffmpeg -i 
input.avi -c:a aac -b:a 128k -vn input_audio_128k.mp4 
 
4.2.5 Dashifying the Encoded Files 

 
Now, with all the encoded files, the following process can turn them into DASH compatible files. This 
process will generate MPEG-4 initialization files that the DASH player reads at load time and a 
manifest file that tells the player where all the necessary files are and how to read them. To prepare 
your files for streaming you need to use the following command: 
 
mp4box -dash 5000 -rap -profile dashavc264:onDemand -mpd-title BBB -out manifest.mpd -frag 2000 
input_audio_128k.mp4input_video_160x90_250k.mp4input_video_320x180_500k.mp4input_video_6
40x360_750k.mp4 input_video_640x360_1000k.mp4 input_video_1280x720_1500k.mp4 
 

 dash 5000 - cuts the input files into 5 second segments  
 rap - forces the segments to start with random access points. In other words, the allows for 

seeking of the video  
 profile dashavc264: OnDemand - use the OnDemand profile (you can look in the dash 

specifications to find out more information about the different kinds of profiles)  
 mpd-title - sets the title of the manifest to "BBB" -out - the output file name -frag - sets the 

fragment length to 2 seconds. This must be less than the value specified with -dash 
 

By the above steps we created a video capable of streaming using DASH. 
 
4.2.6 Streaming the Video 

 
Now having all the encoded files, link them to play in DASH players by setup the web server. 
Navigate to DASH-IF In the textbox type "http:// [your public ip address]/manifest.mpd" Click Load.  
video should commence playing immediately. Repeat the same for Shaka and GPAC players. 
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Fig. 4.2 Dash.js Player 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.3 GPAC Player 
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Fig. 4.4 Shaka Player 
 
4.3 Packets Capturing and process the Captured files 
 

 The packet capture is collected using tcpdump and saved into a file.pcap by the following 
command[55].  

sudo tcpdump -i enp3s0 -w <file_name>. pcap     
 

 To convert the .pcap file to normal text file before processing, for this purpose we need to 
execute the following command.  
 
                                  sudo tshark -i - < "file_name.pcap" > file_name   

 
bitrate.pl, get.py are used to process the captured files. To run the scripts, rename the captured file to 
x.pcap and then, in terminal run following command:  
 

bitrate.pl x.pcap. 
 
bitrate.pl generate the text.tl file i.e. it convert the .pcap file to normal text file before processing and 
then it internally runs the get.py. The get.py script separates the get request for the captured file and 
print them in tcpprocess.txt file and then bitrate.pl separates the bitrates and corresponding time and 
print them in the bitrate.xlsx file. 
 
4.4 Quality of Experience  

 
A total of 15 users are involved in the survey of DASH players where a video of 2 minutes duration 
with 9 different network conditions are shown to the users. The HTML pages required for the survey 
are written in PHP. The users load the web browser using different players and the Mean Opinion 
Score(MOS) of each video is given. The data given by each user is dumped directly into MySQL 
database which is later extracted to excel sheet for easy analysis of the data and the required graphs 
from the data are drawn [10]. 
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

This chapter express the obtained results. These results are based on the experiments conducted as 
described in the previous chapter.  
 
5.1 Behavior of Players at Adverse Network Conditions  
 
This part explains the obtained results of three players that are based on the experiments conducted in 
lab. Here, the results are commonly explained for the three players. 
Servers: 
192.168.1.2 -> 192.168.0.2 => Forward Traffic (Eth 1) 
192.168.0.2 -> 192.168.1.2 => Reverse Traffic (Eth 0) 
Bandwidth: 
 

1. Eth 1 

a. 5Mbps: video quality was good, no disturbances  

b. 3Mbps: video quality was good, Glitches observed at some points 

c. 1Mbps: video quality was low, Occurring of constant Glitches  

d. 0.5Mbps: video quality was very bad, Many Glitches with Freezes  

2. Eth 0 

e. 0.5Mbps: video quality was good, no disturbances 

f. 0.3Mbps: video quality was good, Glitches observed at some points 

g. 0.05Mbps: video quality was low, Occurring of constant Glitches  

h. 0.02Mbps: video quality was very bad, Many Glitches with  

3. Eth 1 & Eth0 

i. 5Mbps: Excellent video Quality, no disturbances, Bitrate varied from 4726kbps to 3305 
kbps 

j. 2.5Mbps: Very low disturbance in video and video quality was low, Bitrate varied from 
3305kbps to 1662 kbps 

k. 0.5Mbps: video quality was low, occurring of constant Glitches, Bitrate downed to 
270kbps 

Loss: 
 

1. Eth 1 

a. 2% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 2% 
packet loss 

b. 4% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 4% 
packet loss 
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c. 6% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 7% 
packet loss 

d. 8% Loss: Bitrate was varying frequently, Video paused randomly for a little time, we 
observed 6% packet loss 

e. 10% Loss: Bitrate was varying frequently, Video paused randomly for a little time, we 
observed 12% packet loss 

 
2. Eth 0 

f. 2% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 3% 
packet loss 

g. 4% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 4% 
packet loss 

h. 6% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 4% 
packet loss 

i. 8% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, Video paused randomly for a little time, we 
observed 8% packet loss 

j. 10 Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, Video paused randomly for a little time, we 
observed 12% packet loss 

 

3. Eth1 & Eth0 

k. 2% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbance in video, we observed 3% packet 
loss 

l. 4% Loss: Constant Bit rate of 4726Kbps, no disturbances in video, we observed 8% 
packet loss 

m. 6% Loss: bitrate dropped to 2234kbps, drop in quality with some glitches and freezes in 
video, we observed 11% packet loss 

n. 10 Loss: Video quality was bad with very frequent pauses and glitches, we observed 21% 
packet loss  

 

Delay: 
I. Varying Delay 

1. Eth 1 

a. 10±1ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec at 
sometimes   

b. 50±5ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec at 
sometimes   

c. 100±10ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec 
at sometimes   
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d. 500±50ms Delay: There is an initial delay for the starting of video, video quality dropped 
to 800kbps with glitches, 2 packets transferred in 1 sec at sometimes   

e. 1000±100ms Delay: initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video, video quality 
dropped to 47kbps with glitches, 2 packets transferred in 1 sec at sometimes   

f. 3000±300ms Delay: initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video, video quality 
dropped to 47kbps with glitches, only 3 packets transferred    

g. 5000±500ms Delay: failed    

 
2. Eth 0 

h. 10±1ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec at 
sometimes   
 

i. 50±5ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 2 packets transferred in 1 sec at 
sometimes   

 
j. 100±10ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec 

at sometimes   
 

k. 500±50ms Delay: video quality dropped to 270kbps with glitches, 2 packets transferred in 
1 sec at sometimes   

 
l. 1000±100ms Delay: initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video, video quality 

dropped to 47kbps with glitches, 2 packets transferred in 1 sec at sometimes 
 

m. 3000±300ms Delay: initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video, video quality 
dropped to 47kbps with glitches, only 3 packets transferred    

 
n. 5000±500ms Delay: failed   

 
3. Eth1 && Et 0 

o. 10±1ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec at 
sometimes   
 

p. 50±5ms Delay: video quality was good, no disturbances, 2 packets transferred in 1 sec at 
sometimes  

 
q. 100±10ms Delay: video quality was good (varied from 2.6kbps to 4.7kbps), no 

disturbances, 3 packets transferred in 1 sec at sometimes  
  

r. 500±50ms Delay: video quality dropped to 270kbps with glitches   
 

s. 1000±100ms Delay: initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video, video quality 
dropped to 47kbps with glitches, 2 packets transferred in 1 sec at sometimes   
 

t. 3000±300ms Delay: initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video, video quality 
dropped    to 47kbps with glitches   

 
u. 5000±500ms Delay: failed   
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II. Constant Delay 

4. Eth 1 

a. 10ms Delay: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant transfer of 1 packet in 1 sec 

b. 50ms Delay: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant transfer of 1 to2 packet in 1 sec 

c. 100ms Delay: variations in bitrate, Transfer of 1 to 3 packet in 1 sec 

d. 500ms Delay: variations in bitrate, small disturbances in video 

e. 1000ms Delay: There is an initial delay for the starting of video, video quality was very 
low    

5. Eth 0 

f. 10ms Delay: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant time transfer for packets 
 

g. 50ms Delay: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant time transfer for packets 
 

h. 100ms Delay: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant time transfer for packets  
 

i. 500ms Delay: Initial delay for the start of video, Quality gradually dropped to 47kbps 
  

j. 1000ms Delay: Initial delay for the start of video, video started at 47kbps bitrate 
 

k. 3000ms Delay: initially started at full quality and got long freezes and then Quality 
gradually dropped to 47kbps with freezes 

 
6. Eth1 & Eth0 

l. 10ms: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant time transfer for packets 
 

m. 50ms: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant time transfer for packets 
 

n. 100ms: constant bitrate of 4726Kbps, constant time transfer for packets 
 

o. 500ms: Initial delay for the start of video, Quality gradually dropped to 47kbps 
 

p. 1000ms: Initial delay for the start of video, video started at 47kbps bitrate 
 

q. 3000ms: bad quality with freezes, video started at 47kbps bitrate 
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5.2 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at Adverse Network 
Conditions  

 
The collected DASH video data from the different network conditions are investigated for the effect of 
bandwidth, delay and packet loss. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.1 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 1 Mbps Bandwidth 
 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality below 1000 Kbps 
and GPac is ramping up the quality in spite of strong limitation, that must have caused a freeze. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.2 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 2 Mbps Bandwidth 
 

From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality around 2000 Kbps 
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Fig. 5.3 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 3 Mbps Bandwidth 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality around 2500 Kbps 
 

 
Fig. 5.4 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 2 Mbps Bandwidth 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality around 3500 Kbps 
to 2000 Kbps 
 

Fig. 5.5 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 2% Loss 
 

From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality around 4700 Kbps 
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Fig. 5.6 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 4% Loss 
 

From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality around 4700 Kbps 

 
Fig. 5.7 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 6% Loss 

 
From the above graph we can observe that Shaka Player request a video quality around 4500 Kbps, 
Dash.js around 3700 Kbps to 700 Kbps and GPAC around 3900 Kbps 

 

 
Fig. 5.8 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 2% Loss 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied from 2000 
Kbps to 500 Kbps. 
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Fig. 5.9 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 10% Loss 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied from 2000 
Kbps to 500 Kbps. 
 

 
Fig. 5.10 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 100±25ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality around 4700 Kbps 
 

 
Fig. 5.11 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 200±50ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied around 
4700 Kbps to 1000 Kbps 
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Fig. 5.12 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 300±75ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied around 
4700 Kbps to 500 Kbps 
 

 
Fig. 5.13 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 400±100ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied around 
4700 Kbps to 500 Kbps 
 

 
Fig. 5.14 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 500±125ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied around 
4700 Kbps to 500 Kbps 
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Fig. 5.15 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 1Mbps Bandwidth 400±100ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality of 400 Kbps 
 

 
Fig. 5.16 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 2Mbps Bandwidth 300±75ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality of around 500 
Kbps 
 

 
Fig. 5.17 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 1Mbps Bandwidth 200±50ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied around 700 
Kbps 
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Fig. 5.18 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at 1Mbps Bandwidth 100±25ms Delay 

 
From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality varied around 
1700 Kbps to 1200 Kbps and Shaka player varied around 4700 Kbps to 3500 Kbps 
 

Fig. 5.19 Retrieval strategy of 3 Dash players at No N/W Shaping Condition 
 

From the above graph we can observe that 3 DASH Players request a video quality of 4700 Kbps and 
GPAC request around 4200 Kbps 
 
5.3 Quality of Experience  
 

Dash.js  Video rating Jerkiness rating Freezes rating Delay rating 
1 Mbps Bandwidth 2.9 2.3 2.6 2.3 
2 Mbps Bandwidth 3.7 1.4 0 0.5 
200ms ±50ms delay 4.2 1.2 1.2 0 

400ms ±100ms delay 3.8 1.2 1.5 0.7 
5% Loss 4.4 0.2 0 0.3 

10% Loss 1.2 1.9 4 0 
1 Mbps 400ms 1.6 4 1.3 1.4 
3 Mbps 200ms  3.9 1.1 0 0 

No Shaping 5 0 0 0 
 

Table. 5.1 User QoE Rating for Dash.js Player at Different Network Conditions [10] 
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GPAC Video rating Jerkiness rating Freezes rating Delay rating 

1 Mbps Bandwidth 1.9 0.6 2.8 1.1 
2 Mbps Bandwidth 1.6 1.3 2.2 0 
200ms ±50ms delay 3.5 0 0.6 3.3 

400ms ±100ms delay 3.9 0 0 3.2
5% Loss 4 0 0 0 

10% Loss 2.8 0.9 3.2 0 
1 Mbps 400ms 2.4 1.4 2.8 4 
3 Mbps 200ms  3.3 1.1 0 1.6 

No Shaping 4 1.1 0 0 
Table. 5.2 User QoE Rating for GPAC Player at Different Network Conditions [10] 

 
Shaka Video rating Jerkiness rating Freezes rating Delay rating 

1 Mbps Bandwidth 3.2 0 0 0 

2 Mbps Bandwidth 4 0 0 0 

200ms ±50ms delay 4.2 1.2 0 0.6 

400ms ±100ms delay 4.5 0 0 1.4 

5% Loss 4.2 0 0 0 

10% Loss 4.5 0 0.7 1.8 

1 Mbps 400ms 2 0.4 0.9 2.5 

3 Mbps 200ms  3.5 0 0 0.3 

No Shaping 5 0 0 0 
Table. 5.3 User QoE Rating for Shaka Player at Different Network Conditions [10] 

 
5.4 Users Rating for Retrieval Strategy of 3 players for 

different adverse conditions 
 

 

Fig. 5.20 User QoE of Video Rating for 3 Players at Different N/W Conditions 
 

From the above graph we can observe that users gave highest rating to shaka and lowest to Gpac 
Players 
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Fig. 5.21 User QoE of Jerkiness Rating for 3 Players at Different N/W Conditions 

 
From the above graph we can observe that users gave highest rating to Dash.js and lowest to Shaka 
Players 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.22 User QoE of Freezes Rating for 3 Players at Different N/W Conditions 
 
From the above graph we can observe that users gave highest rating to Dash.js and Gpac and lowest to 
Shaka Players 
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Fig. 5.23 User QoE of Delay Rating for 3 Players at Different N/W Conditions 
 
From the above graph we can observe that users gave highest rating to Gpac and lowest to Shaka 
Players 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This chapter explains the conclusion of all the above results and feature work. These results are based 
on the experiments conducted as described in the previous chapter. The collected DASH video data 
from the different network conditions are investigated for the effect of bandwidth, delay and packet 
loss. 
 
6.1 Answering the Research Questions 

 
I. How the retrieval strategy of the players looks like for different 

adverse conditions? 
 
From the section 5.2 results graphs we can observe the Retrieval strategy of the 3 different players at 
adverse network conditions.  

 Shaka player is requesting less number of Get requests when compared to other 2 players and 
its adopting moderate video quality when compared to remain 2 players.  

 Dash.js player is adopting higher video quality and requesting less number of Get requests 
than GPAC Player.   

 GPAC player is starting from worst video quality and after every buffered time continuously 
increasing its video quality one step and reaching its optimized quality for that network 
condition. GPAC player requesting more number Get requests than the other 2 players.   
 

Users Rating for Retrieval Strategy of 3 players for different adverse conditions 
 
From the graph 5.20 users gave heighten video quality rating to Shaka player and from the graph 5.21 
users gave highest rating to Dash.js and lowest to Shaka Players for jerkiness and from the graph 5.22 
we can observe that users gave highest rating to Dash.js and Gpac and lowest to Shaka Players for 
freezes and from the above graph 5.23 we can observe that users gave highest rating to Gpac and 
lowest to Shaka Players for delay. 
 
II. How do bandwidth limitations affect the retrieval strategy? 

 
when the bandwidth is limited 3 Clients are adopting to the best quality according to the limited 
Bandwidth but Dash.js is adapting higher quality than the other 2 clients. Shaka player is adopting 
lower video quality that is, when compared to Dash.js. Shaka player is adapting more quickly than 
other 2 players (buffering time of video is also resetting if we made any changes). GPAC player is 
adopting lowest quality when compared to other 2 players. 
 
when the Bandwidth is limited and if we set higher quality than the auto adapted quality, we observed 
different time length freezes in the video according to the quality that we set. 
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Table 6.1 Comparision of Bitrates for 3 Players at Different N/W Conditions 

 
III. How much delay do the players tolerate until breakdown? 
 
From the section 5.1 i.e. delay part in results and analysis, up to 300ms the delay is tolerable but from 
400ms there is an initial delay for the starting of video and video quality dropped to 800kbps with 
glitches. From 700ms, initially there is a long-time gap for the start of video and video quality dropped 
to 47kbps with glitches. From 5000ms DASH failed to start the video.   
 
6.2 Conclusion  
 

1. Bandwidth: For bandwidth less than 2Mbps the video quality was dropped constantly and we 
got video freezes and glitches. The video was good for Bandwidth greater than 2Mbps. 
 

2. Loss: For loss greater than 5% there is an initial delay at the starting of the video, drop in the 
quality and glitches in the video with some freezes.  

 
3. Delay: Below 500ms with 10% variation the video was good but from 500ms the quality was 

constantly dropping with glitches and freezes. 
 
From the experimental results Dash.js player is working better than other 2 players and GPAC 
efficiency is very low when compared to other 2 players. From the user Quality of Experience results 
user’s highest rating to Shaka player and gave lowest rating to GPAC player. From both user and lab 
experiments GPAC performance is very low. 
 
6.3 Future Work 
 
For the Dash contents of 1sec segment size, different network conditions in packets delay generates 
freezes and jerkiness in the video but there is no Quality drop. For different network conditions in 
Packet Loss and Bandwidth generates Glitches, freezes and jerkiness with the drop of quality in video. 
The main cause for Glitches are due to packet loss and bandwidth shaping. Furthermore, we can 
generate 2, 4 and 6 segment size dash contents and work on them. 
 
 

Bandwidth Dash.js Player Adopted 
Bitrate 

GPAC Player Adopted 
Bitrate 

Shaka Player 
Adopted Bitrate 

0.5Mbps 400 Kbps 400Kbps 400Kbps 

1Mbps 800Kbps 600Kbps 500Kbps 

2Mbps 1600Kbps 1000Kbps 800Kbps 

3Mbps 2600Kbps 1600Kbps 1300Kbps 

4Mbps 3300Kbps 2600Kbps 1000Kbps 

5Mbps 4200Kbps 2600Kbps 3300Kbps 
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APPENDIX 
 

Code to process the Captured files 
 

 bitrate.pl:  
 
#! /usr/bin/perl -w 
use strict; 
 
my @convert = `sudo tshark -i - < "x.pcap" > text`; 
my @python= `python get.py text`; 
my $t2= 0; 
open my $fh, '>', 'bitrate.xlsx'; 
open(FILE, " tcpprocess ") or die "Couldn't read the counter values, 
$!"; 
 
while(<FILE>) 
{ 
my $line = $_; 
my @tm_values = split /[ ]/,$line; 
my $r = $tm_values[-12]; 
print $fh "$r"; 
 
my @f_values = split /[bbb]/,$line; 
my $l = $f_values[-1]; 
#print $fh "$l\n"; 
 
my @q = split /[_]/,$l; 
my $w = $q[-2]; 
print $fh "\t$w\n"; 
} 
 

 Get.py:  
 
#!/usr/bin/python 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-  
import sys 
import os 
import re 
import numpy as np 
import pylab as plt 
input_file=sys.argv[1] 
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# TCP traffic Seperation based on data and acknowledgement traffic 
 
shot = open('tcpprocess', 'w') 
a = ['_dashinit.mp4'] 
with open (input_file) as fp: 
 for line in fp: 
  if all(x in line for x in a):  
   shot.write(line) 
shot.close() 
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